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aQueensland Geothermal Energy Centre of Excellence, St. Lucia, Queensland, Australia; bSchool of Mechanical and Mining Engineering,
University of Queensland, St. Lucia, Queensland, Australia; cArrow Energy, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

ABSTRACT
This paper reports an investigation into a practical cooling issue on a type of fan-forced finned-
tube heat exchangers used in Queensland’s coal seam gas (CSG) industry. CSG compression facili-
ties in some production sites suffered underproduction in recent summers because of frequent auto-
matic engine shutdowns. The problem is not expected by the manufacturer’s design. However, it
is suspected of being related to the control systems on the compression facilities triggering the
overheating-protection shutdowns due to possible deficiencies in one or some water/gas cooling
loops in the facilities’ air-cooled heat exchangers. Therefore, to understand which heat exchangers
and what exact reasons cause the unexpected cooling issue, an investigation has been carried out on
the cooler units of the gas compression facilities. A field instrumentation measurement on one oper-
ating cooler unit has been done, followed by an analysis using a one-dimensional analytical model
and a three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics model. The experimental results are used to
validate both the models. Then the cooling performance of the cooler unit under the summer peak
condition is predicted by the verified models. The prediction suggests that the water inlet tempera-
ture in one particular cooler section is higher than its upper limit defined by themanufacturer, due to
poor cooling at high ambient temperatures. The lower cooling performance is caused by large reduc-
tions in the cooler air speed and total heat transfer coefficient, which are related to less efficiency of
the cooler fans, more airflow resistance, and fouling on both sides of the finned tubes.

Introduction

Fan-forced finned-tube heat exchangers are widely used
in air-to-liquid cooling/condensing systems in vari-
ous industries. In natural gas industries, most cooling
demands in gas processing rely on this type of heat
exchangers, as circular finned tubes are usually most eco-
nomical for the requirements such as resistance to high
tube-side pressure [1]. Coal seam gas (CSG), mostly com-
posed of methane, is a common type of natural gas and its
mining technologies are very mature nowadays. Queens-
land reserves abundant CSG resource, and after two
decades of boom, the CSG industry has become one of the
cornerstone economic elements in Queensland [2]. Most
CSG produced in Queensland is exported overseas, while
the rest is supplied to the localmarkets.OnmostCSGpro-
duction sites, the raw gas extracted fromgaswells needs to
be dehydrated and compressed before being transported
through pressurized pipelines. As the compression pro-
cess generates large amounts of heat, the air-cooled heat

CONTACT Yuanshen Lu y.lu@uq.edu.au School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, Mansergh Shaw Building (#), Cooper Road, The University of
Queensland, St. Lucia, QLD , Australia.
Color versions of one or more of the figures in the article can be found online at www.tandfonline.com/uhte.

exchangers are used to reject the redundant heat. There-
fore, the performance of the cooling systems in the pro-
cess is critical to the overall production efficiency. During
many years of operations, it is found that the CSG pro-
duction in many gas sites suffers considerable reductions
in summer days. It is suspected that the problem is related
to possible degradation in the cooling performance due
to the weather conditions in regional Queensland. There-
fore, theQueenslandGeothermal Energy Centre of Excel-
lence (QGECE) is involved in investigating the exact rea-
sons causing the cooling performance issues on theseCSG
production lines.

The CSG production facilities that QGECE investi-
gates are a typical type seen in natural gas industry. In a
basic unit of these facilities, raw CSG piped from gas pro-
duction wells undergoes four stages of compressions in a
four-cylinder compressor. After each compression stage,
the gas is piped to a circular finned-tube heat exchanger,
namely, a gas stage cooler (GS), to be cooled down. Once
the four stages of compression are complete, most of the
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Figure . A brief sketch of the structure of the CSG compression unit.

water vapor in the raw gas can be removed and the dry
CSG reaches a desired high pressure ready for pipe trans-
port. The four-stage compressor is driven by a single inter-
nal combustion engine, and cooled is by cooling water
through another heat exchanger named the compressor
water cooler (CW). The internal combustion engine is
fueled with CSG, and around 30% of its total combus-
tion energy needs to be dumped by cooling water passing
through the engine jacket. This loop ofwater is also cooled
by a heat exchanger named the engine water cooler (EW).

Figure 1 shows a brief layout of the CSG compression
unit.

The six heat exchangers (or cooler sections) are
arranged horizontally on the top of the cooler unit shown
in Figure 2. The cooler unit is equipped with two fans
installed vertically at one end (denoted as Fan 1) and
in the middle (denoted as Fan 2), respectively. Both the
fans are also driven by the engine through one com-
mon long shaft, as seen in Figure 2b. The main dimen-
sions and components of the cooler unit are indicated

Figure . The six-section cooler unit (a) dimensions, (b) side view.
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in Figure 2. All the cooler sections share the two fans
but have independent liquid loops inside the tubes; there-
fore, their specifications are different except for the tube
length.

In normal operations, the engine runs at a constant
speed, and thus the fan speeds remain fixed. Ambient
air is drawn into the cooler by the fans through the end
and the two triangle inlets in the middle. Airflow inside
the cooler is then lifted by the ramps and is distributed
to the six cooler sections. As a type of cross-flow heat
exchanger, the gas/water inside the cooler tubes flows
horizontally. The design values provided by the manu-
facturer show that the two fans can deliver s total air-
flow rate of 154.36 kg/s, and all the cooler sections can
adequately cool the tube-side gas or water even at 45°C
ambient temperature. However, in real operations the
engine encountered frequent automatic shutdowns in sev-
eral recent summers, leading to unacceptable production
reductions. It is known that the control system on the
gas compression unit monitors the temperatures in the
two cooling-water loops and four stages of gas cooling
loops. Upper limits have been set in these temperatures—
around 93°C for the cooling water and 180°C for the
CSG, so that once any temperature reaches its limit the
control system shuts down the engine immediately to
avoid damages caused by overheating. It is highly sus-
pected that the unexpected shutdowns are caused by
this overheating protection mechanism. However, it was
unknownwhich limit or limits were reached and the exact
reasons.

In open literature reports, a wide range of topics is
found in the area of fan-driven air-cooled finned-tube
heat exchangers. Many of them focused on the cooling
performance under different ambient conditions in dif-
ferent applications through experimental methods, such
as references 3–7, and numerical modeling approaches,
such as references 8–10. Some others studied the exter-
nal influences on performances of mechanical cooler,
such as plume recirculation and crosswinds [11–16].
Studies of the influence of fan blade angles on the
cooling characteristics of the heat exchangers were also
reported [17, 18]. Despite their large number, most stud-
ies were done for particular research purposes or indus-
trial applications so that they provide little suggestion
for the current cooling issue in the CSG compression
facilities.

In this paper, a field instrument measurement on an
operating cooler unit is reported, followed by an analy-
sis using a one-dimensional (1D) analytical model and
a three-dimensional (3D) computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) model. By using different sensors, the air tem-
peratures, speeds, and pressures, as well as the tube-side

inlet/outlet temperatures on the cooler, have been mea-
sured. The experimental results are then used to validate
both the 1D and the 3Dmodels. After that, predictive sim-
ulations on the cooler performance under the summer
peak condition are done by the models. The predictions
are compared with the designed values, upon which final
conclusions are drawn.

Fieldmeasurement

Measurement procedure

For air-side measurement, the air temperature and the
speed were measured at the points 150 mm above each
cooler outlet. The measurement points were arranged in
an array of 6 × 9 throughout the plane, as shown in
Figure 3a. Similarly, upwind of Fan 1 and Fan 2 inlets, a
4× 5 array pattern and a triangle pattern of the speed and
temperature measurement points were deployed 20 mm
in front of the inletmesh screens, respectively.Meanwhile,
13 air-speed sensors were mounted on two temporary
diagonal beams, which were set at a distance of roughly
350mmdownstreamof the fans, as indicated in Figure 3b.
For pressure measurement, Pitot tubes were installed on
both upstream and downstream of the screens and the
fans in order to obtain the pressure differences across
them. For tube-side measurement, one temperature sen-
sor is installed each main inlet/outlet pipe. A summary of
all the measurement points used on the cooler system is
given in Table 1.

In order to minimize the number of necessary sensors,
the arrays of measurement points outside the fan inlets
and cooler exit were actually implemented by “scanning”
the vertical pole and the top beamwhere the sensors were
mounted on. The pole or beam stayed at one position for
15 minutes before it was moved to the next position, and
the datawere logged in each 15-min timewindow. Sensors
in other locations kept continuous data logging through-
out the experiment. A preliminary test on the cooler unit
showed that over a period of 3 hours, the cooler per-
formance was stable and multiple scan measurements at
the fan inlets and cooler exit presented repeatable results.
In this way, an acceptably accurate measurement can be
accomplished at a relatively low cost of experiment.

Instrumentations

A data acquisition system (DAQ) was designed and set
up to handle the aforementionedmeasurements. The sys-
tem consists of a computer, sensors, analogue-to-digit
modules, a weather station, and many other components.
Figure 4 briefly illustrates the main components of the
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Figure . The measurement points outside the cooler unit (a) and on the diagonal beams inside the cooler (b) and (c). The numbers in (b)
indicate the identification (ID) of pressure measurement points.

Figure . A sketch of the main components of the DAQ system.
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Table . Summary of the measurement points on the cooler unit.

Parameters Locations Measurement points

Inlet air temperature Screens (in front of) 
Inlet air velocity Screens (in front of) 
Outlet air temperature Above coolers 
Outlet air velocity Above coolers 
Screen pressure drop Screens (both sides of)  pairs
Fan pressure increase Fans (both sides of)  pairs (for each fan)
Tube-side temperatures Inside all  main pipes  (for each pipe)
Ambient temperature, pressure, wind speed, etc. Away from the cooler unit 

entire DAQ system, withTable 1 all the sensors listed
inTable 2.

Modeling

1D analytical model

The current configuration of the cooler unit allows each
of the six sections to dump heat from the tube-side liq-
uid (i.e., the gas or the water) separately at a certain dis-
tributed airflow speed. In any cooler section, two balances
have to be established in the heat transfer rateQcs and the
air-side pressure drop �Pcs, which are expressed by Eqs.
(1) and (2), respectively [19]:

Qcs = maCpa (Tao − Tai)
= mlCpl (Tli − Tlo) = UcsAcs�Tlm (1)

�Pcs = 1
2
Kcsρav

2
a = Kcs

m2
a

2ρaA2
f r

(2)

where subscripts a and l denote “air-side” and “liquid- or
tube-side,” respectively, and “cs” stands for cooler section.

In the heat transfer calculation, Eq. (1) involves the use
of the arithmetic mean specific heat and the linear tem-
perature difference for both the air and the tube sides. This
use is valid as the specific heats of the CSG, the cooling
water, and the air are all nearly linear in their own temper-
ature and pressure ranges in this problem. Ucs is the heat
transfer coefficient of the cooler section, which is given by
[19, 20]

Ucs =
⎡
⎣ 1
e f ha

+ Aa

Alhl
+

Aaln
(
do
di

)
2πkL

+
(
Aa

Al
Rl + Ra

)⎤⎦
−1

(3)

where the term (Aa
Al
Rl + Ra) represents the total thermal

resistance due to the fouling on both sides of the tube
walls. For convenience, the term can be denoted by a sin-
gle parameter Rf, that is, R f = Aa

Al
Rl + Ra.

The air-side heat transfer coefficients can be calculated
using the empirical correlation [21]

Nu = haedr
k

= 0.38Re0.6c Pr0.333

×

⎛
⎜⎝

(
d2f −d2r

)
2 + d f t f t + dr

(
Pf − t f t

)
drPf

⎞
⎟⎠

−0.15

(4)

where the Reynolds numberRec is based on theminimum
flow area of the cooler section, and the effective coefficient
hae = e f ha.

Inside the cooler tubes, the effective heat transfer coef-
ficients for the water-based cooler sections are calculated
by the correlation of Eq. (5) [19], while the ones for the
gas-based sections apply the correlation of Eq. (6), which
is valid for 0.6 < Prg < 0.9 [20], namely,

Nu = hidi
k

=
(
fD/8

)
(Rew − 1000) Prw

[
1 + (di/L)

0.67]
1 + 12.7

(
fD/8

)0.5 (Pr0.67w − 1
)

(5)

Nu = hidi
k

= 5 + 0.012Re0.83g
(
Prg + 0.29

)
(6)

where Rew and Reg are defined based on tube inner diam-
eter di.

The thermal resistances caused by fouling are diffi-
cult to predict through a theoretical route. Rf is unknown
for the current cooler sections and is estimated using the
measurement data.

Table . List of sensors used in the field measurement on the cooler unit.

Measuring parameter Instrument type Range Accuracy

Air temperature Thermocouple, — mA output — .°C
Tube-side temperature Ex-rated RTD,  wire, — mA output — .°C
Air speed Hot-wire anemometer — m/s % of reading

Vane anemometers, voltage pulse output — m/s . m/s
Air pressure Differential pressure transmitters, — V output —.Pa .% of reading

Differential pressure transmitters, — mA output — Pa .% of FS or .% of FS
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Figure . The schema of the pressure resistances in the airflow of the cooler unit.

For the pressure balance of any cooler section, Kcs in
Eq. (2) is the pressure loss coefficient of the cooler section,
and va is the mean air-face velocity based on the section’s
frontal area Afr. Kcs is a function of the finned tube geo-
metric parameters and the air speed as expressed in Eq.
(7), which are all different in the six cooler sections:

Eu = Kcs

2
= 18.93nrRe−0.316

c

×
(
Pt
dr

)−0.927
⎛
⎝ Pt√

(Pt/2)2 + P2
l

⎞
⎠

0.515

+ Kf

2
(7)

Here Kf is the additional resistance factor introduced
considering the real conditions of the finned tubes, such
as fouling and deformation of some fins.

As the cooler unit is essentially a multisection,
mechanically driven heat exchanger system, the airflow
through each section is distributed under the law that air-
flow naturally chooses the path with the smallest pressure
resistance. The law results in a permanently stable state in
the overall airflow such that the pressure drops for all six
sections are the same, namely,

�Pcs1 = �Pcs2 = · · · = �Pcs6 = 1
2
Khxρav̄

2
a (8)

Therefore, one can propose an overall mean air speed
v̄a and an overall mean pressure loss coefficient Khx for
the cooler unit. Considering the entire cooler system as
a whole, there exists an equality between the pressure
increased by the fans and the total loss along an air stream-
line throughout the system, as illustrated in Figure 5. The
air pressure balance can be expressed as

P1 −
(
P2 + αe2

1
2
ρa2v̄

2
a

)

+
(

�PFs + αeF
1
2
ρa1v

2
aF

)
≈ 1

2

∑K
ρav̄

2
a (9)

where �PFs is the static pressure increase provided by the
fan. αe2 and αeF are air speed correction factors.

In Eq. (9), the air face speed at the fans vaF is related to
themean face speed at the cooler plane v̄a as a result of the
mass conservation. The total pressure loss coefficient

∑
K

consists of the insect screen resistance Ks, the fan loss KFl,
the loss due to the supporting structures and flow redirec-
tion Kb, the louver resistance KL, and the heat exchanger
bundle resistance (Khx), including the losses due to the
contraction Khxc and the expansion Khxe, that is,∑

K = Ks + KFl + Kb + KL + Khx + Khxc + Khxe

(10)

Other pressure resistances are significantly smaller
compared with the ones just described and therefore are
not considered.

Equations (1) and (2) are solved by iterating the air
mass flow rate ma and the outlet temperatures (Tao and
Tlo) within their proper ranges. This iteration should be
done for all the six cooler sections until all the ma satisfy
Eq. (8). Then the overall mean air speed v̄a for the whole
cooler unit is substituted into Eq. (9) to enable its equality.
The calculation is implemented in MATLAB codes.

3D CFDmodel

Boundary conditions
A full-scale three-dimensional CFDmodel is set up based
upon the cooler unit geometric dimension in Figure 6.
The computational domain is a 60 m × 30 m × 20 m
cuboid. The model only keeps the main features of the
cooler realistic, while the detailed local structures that are
less sensitive to the airflow are ignored.

The boundaries of the computational domain are indi-
cated in Figure 6. Both pressure inlet and outlet bound-
aries apply zero pressure and zero pressure gradients,
namely,

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

P = 0
∂P
∂xi

= 0

T = Tab

(11)
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Figure . The CFD model of the cooler unit.

At the wall boundaries, the velocity and its gradients
are specified as zero, and the temperatures are set to ambi-
ent. The insect screens in front of the fans are modeled by
the porous jump boundary whose pressure drop is a func-
tion of normal air speed vn at the face, that is,

�P = av2
n + bvn (12)

where a and b are the coefficients.

Heat exchangermodel
The six heat exchanger sections are simulated by a cell-
based model consisting of six regular cuboid zones, each
of which is discretized into structural cells—cubes, in a
Cartesian system.

Figure . The cell-based heat exchanger model.

Figure 7 shows a cuboidmodel zone for one cooler sec-
tion. The liquid flowdirection alignswith the x-axis, while
the airflow direction is along the y-axis. The quantities of
either the tube side or the air side (temperature, mass flow
rate, or pressure) within any cell (i, j, k) are transported
along the streamlines. Therefore, the heat transfer in the
cell has

Q(i, j,k) = m( j,k)
w C( j,k)

pw

(
T (i, j,k)

w − T (i+1, j,k)
w

)
= m(i,k)

a C(i,k)
pa

(
T (i, j+1,k)
a − T (i, j,k)

a

)
= U (i, j,k)

a A(i,k)�T (i, j,k)
im (13)

where the superscript of each variable represents for the
sequence number of the cell. For the pressure calculation
within the cell, this is followed by

P(i, j,k) − P(i, j+1,k)

d( j)
= 1

2ρa

Kcs

tcs

(
m(i,k)

a

A(i,k)

)2

= S(i,k)
my (14)

where the pressure differnce is described in terms of a
source term that is added into the correspondingmomen-
tum equation of the CFD model.

In the numerical computations, the CFD solver calcu-
lates the preceding two equations from the first cells at the
boundaries to the last. Finally, the total heat transferred in
the entire heat exchanger zone is available by adding the
heats transferred in all the cells together, that is,

Q =
∑
i, j,k

Q(i, j,k) (15)

while the overall pressure loss along an airflow path is
given by Eq. (16):

�P(i,k) =
∑
j

�P(i, j,k) = 1
2ρa

Kcs

(
m(i,k)

a

A(i,k)

)2

(16)

Fanmodel
The fans in the cooler unit are modeled using a velocity-
based model. The model treats the fan as a zero-thickness
face with a specified profile of the air velocity normal to
the fan face. The velocity is a function of the distance of
the point from the fan center, r:

v = f (r) (17)

The correlation is determined by the field measure-
ment results.

Governing equations and solver
The airflow in theCFDmodels is assumed to be in a steady
state and is governed by the conservation equations of
mass, momentum, and energy. These conservation laws
can be expressed by transport equations whose general
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Figure . The measured tube-side inlet/outlet temperatures at
Tab = .°C with the designed values.

form is the following:

∇
(
ρ

⇀

vφ
)

= ∇ (	φ∇φ
)+ Sφ (18)

with the generalized scalarφ, diffusion coefficient	φ , and
source term Sφ .

The source terms in the momentum equations refer
to any additional resistances, such as pressure drops
in the heat exchanger model, Smy. The energy source
term in the energy governing equation represents the
heat transferred with heat exchangers, calculated using
Eq. (13). The turbulence model uses a two-equation
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) model, SST
k-ω. All numerical computations of the governing equa-
tions are run using the pressure-based steady-state solver
with SIMPLE segregated algorithms and second-order
upwind discretization.

Results and discussion

Cooling performance under the conditions on the
test day

The field measurement results are presented next, fol-
lowed by a comparison with the modeling outcomes. The
mean ambient dry-bulb temperature during themeasure-
ment period was Tab = 24.7°Cwithmean wind speed less
than 1 m/s.

The tube-side inlet/outlet temperatures are of the most
importance among all the performance parameters of
the cooler. The mean temperatures measured in the
eight inlet/outlet pipes of gas-based cooler sections and
four pipes of water-based cooler sections are shown in
Figure 8, with comparisons against the design values pro-
vided by the manufacturer.

Although the design values are calculated based on a
45°C ambient temperature condition, the measured dif-
ferences between the inlet and the outlet temperatures
for all the gas-based cooler sections are generally close to
those of the design. However, the temperature drop in the
engine water cooler section (EW) in the measurement is

Figure . Air temperature above all the cooler sections at the nine
measurement points at Tab = .°C, where x-axis indicates the
measurement positions to Fan .

remarkably larger than its designed value. The reason of
this was found to be that the actual cooling water flow
rate was lower than that in the design, as the flow rate is
adjustable.

The measurement results in the air side of the cooler
are presented next. The measured mean air temperature
and speed above the finned tubes along the cooler length
are depicted in Figures 9 and 10, respectively, in which
the horizontal axes represent the distances frommeasure-
ment points to Fan 1. The exit air temperatures gener-
ally distribute more uniformly along the length of the
cooler than the air speeds do. The considerable fluctua-
tions in the air speeds along the cooler length at the sec-
tions except GS4 suggest that the actual airflow through
the majority of the cooler face area is complex. Mean-
while, the air speed measured downstream of the fans
with respect to the measurement position is plotted, as
seen in Figure 11. The x-axis represents the distance of
the measurement point to the fan centre along a radius of
the fan. The speed data appears to be more scattered as
the position gets closer to the fan hub. A power function
with the exponent of 7.391 has been fitted to the data in
Figure 11. It is clearly shown that the air speeds near fan
blade tips are much higher.

Figure . Air speeds above all the cooler sections at the ninemea-
surement points, where x-axis indicates the positions to Fan .
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Figure . The air speeds downstream of the fans.

The flow resistance across the insect screen is also of
great interest as it directly influences the total air flow rate
in the cooler. Figure 12 correlates the mean pressure drop
and air speedsmeasured at the 12measurement points on
the insect screen of Fan 1 with the measurement height in
meters. The mean values �P = 31.96 and v̄a = 3.25 are
obtained for the pressure drop and the air speeds, respec-
tively. Then the pressure loss coefficient of the screen Ks
is calculated using the both, Ks = 2�P

ρa v̄2a
= 5.05, where the

ambient air density ρa = 1.198.
Similarly, the inlet air temperature at the Fan 1 insect

screen with respect to the measurement height is plotted
in Figure 13, with a comparison to the ambient tempera-
ture measured at the same heights away from the cooler
unit. There is an increase in the inlet temperature in the
upper part of the screen,which is explained using theCFD
results in the following.

With the experimental results obtained in the field
measurement, the thermal resistance factor Rf and the
pressure loss factorKf due to the fouling and other factors
in the 1D analytical model were derived.Rf was calculated
by applying Eqs. (1) and (2) where all the temperature

Figure . The pressure drop and the air speed measured on the
insect screen of Fan . The x-axis represents the height of the mea-
surement point staring from the bottom edges of the screens.

Figure . The temperature on the insect screen of Fan . The x-axis
represents the height of the measurement point staring from the
bottom edges of the screens.

differences and the air-side mass flow rate for each cooler
section were known from the measurement. The deriva-
tion of Kf used an iterative way that adjusted the Kf for
each cooler section while keeping the total air mass flow
rate of the cooler the same as the measured one, until all
the six air mass flow rates matched the ones derived from
the measurement. For the 3D CFD model, the measured
inlet temperature in each cooler section, the air speed
at the fan, and the ambient conditions were applied in
the boundaries. In this way, both the 1D and 3D models
are able to repeat the cooler performance under the test
condition.

The airflow field under the test condition is visualized
using vectors extracted from the CFD results. Figures 14a
and 14b are the plane velocity vectors in the mid-xy plane
and mid-xz plane, respectively. The airflow field inside
the cooler unit appears rather complicated. In Figure 14a,
the four major horizontally spinning vortices near the
side walls downstream to the two fans are due to the
contraction–expansion effect of the airflow when it flows
through the fans. The vortices after Fan 2 are larger than
the two after Fan 1, which cause more airflow to con-
centrate in the middle axis of the cooler. The complex-
ity of the flow field is reflected by the air speed distribu-
tion at the outlet of the heat exchangers which is shown
in Figure 10. It is noted in Figure 14b that there is a clear
vertex at the upper left corner of the cooler unit. The hot
air in the zone recirculates into the chamber after it leaves
the cooler sections, because of the strong suction force of
the fan near its edge.

The air temperature at the outlet of the six cooler sec-
tions is demonstrated through the contours in Figure 15.
As indicated in the figure, the two passes of the tube-side
fluid in a cooler section are arranged at the plane per-
pendicular to the airflow. Therefore, the highest outlet
air temperature occurs near the entry of the first pass in
each cooler section; along the tube-side flow route, the air
temperature gradually decreases. The contours show that
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Figure . The plane velocity vectors atmiddle horizontal plane (a) andmiddle vertical plane (b) in cooler unit under the design condition.

Figure . Air temperature contours at the outlet plane of the
cooler unit under the condition on the test day.

the outlet air temperature of the cooler unit varies in the
range of 30°C to 65°C.

Quantitatively,the outlet air temperatures at EW and
GS4 extracted from the CFD results are compared with

Figure . The air outlet temperatures of GS and EW obtained in
the CFD model are compared with the measured result.

the measured ones in Figure 16. Here the x-axes repre-
sent the horizontal distances of themeasurement points to
Fan 1. A satisfactory agreement between both the results
is achieved.
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Figure . Air temperature contours at the mid-xy (z= ) of the cooler unit under the real condition.

Figure 17 plots the air temperature contours at themid-
vertical plane of the cooler unit. The aforementioned air
recirculation in the upper part of Fan 1 is verified by the
air temperature distribution, and the hot air even reaches
more than half the length of the first cooler chamber. The
observation explains the reason for the increase in the
measured inlet air temperature at Fan 1 insect screen in
Figure 13. The air recirculated into the region underneath
the finned tubes is almost 10°C warmer than the ambient
air, which could reduce the overall heat rejection capacity
of the cooler sections.

Overall, the simulated results in both the 1D and the
3D numerical models are summarized in Tables 3 and
4, with comparisons to the derived values from the field
measurement. Differences between any two results are
all less than 10%, which indicates that the modeling can

repeat what was measured in the field test in a consider-
ably accurate way.

Performance predictions under summer peak
condition

Now with the validated 1D analytical and the 3D CFD
models, the cooling performance of the cooler unit
can be simulated under the summer peak condition,
which presumes the ambient dry-bulb temperature to
be 45°C and no wind to exist. As the inlet air is much
warmer in this case, the heat transfer efficiency must
change, and so do the other thermal properties at either
the air side or tube side. To establish the balance in
the heat transfer equations, the following assumptions
are made:

Table . Modeling results and field measurement for the key tube-side parameters.

GS GS GS GS EW CW

tube outlet temperature (°C) Measurement . . . . . .
D model . . . . . .
D model . . . . . .

Heat transferred (kW) Measurement . . . .  .
D model . . . .  .
D model . . . . . .

Table . Modeling results and field measurement for the key air-side parameters.

GS GS GS GS EW CW

Air outlet temperature (°C) Measurement . . . . . .
D model . . . . . .
D model . . . . . .

Air face velocity (m/s) Measurement . . . . . .
D model . . . . . .
D model . . . . . .
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Table . Performance prediction of the cooler unit under the high-temperature condition.

Parameter D prediction D prediction Design value Difference

Mean inlet air temperature,°C    —
Total air mass flow rate (kg/s) . . . − .%

GS (at designed flow rate . kg/s, total heat rejected . kW)
Mean air face velocity, m/s . . . − .%
Air outlet temperature,°C . . N/A N/A
Tube-side inlet temperature,°C . . . .%
Tube-side outlet temperature,°C . .  .%
Effective heat transfer coefficient, W/(m-K) . . . − .%

GS (at designed flow rate . kg/s, total heat rejected . kW)
Mean air face velocity, m/s . . . .%
Air outlet temperature,°C . . N/A N/A
Tube-side inlet temperature,°C . . . − .%
Tube-side outlet temperature,°C . . . .%
Effective heat transfer coefficient, W/(m-K) . . . .%

GS (at designed flow rate . kg/s, total heat rejected . kW)
Mean air face velocity, m/s . . . − .%
Air outlet temperature,°C . . N/A N/A
Tube-side inlet temperature,°C .  . .%
Tube-side outlet temperature,°C . .  .%
Effective heat transfer coefficient, W/(m-K)  . . − .%

GS (at designed flow rate . kg/s, total heat rejected  kW)
Mean air face velocity, m/s . . . − .%
Air outlet temperature,°C . . N/A N/A
Tube-side inlet temperature,°C . . . .%
Tube-side outlet temperature,°C . .  .%
Effective heat transfer coefficient, W/(m-K) . . . − .%

EW (at designed flow rate .kg/s, total heat rejected . kW)
Mean air face velocity, m/s . . . − .%
Air outlet temperature,°C . . N/A N/A
Tube-side inlet temperature,°C . . . .%
Tube-side outlet temperature,°C . . . .%
Effective heat transfer coefficient, W/(m-K) . . . − .%

CW (@designed flow rate . kg/s, total heat rejected . kW)
Mean air face velocity, m/s . . . − .%
Air outlet temperature,°C . . N/A N/A
Tube-side inlet temperature,°C . . . .%
Tube-side outlet temperature,°C . . . .%
Effective heat transfer coefficient, W/(m-K) . . . − .%

1. At the peak of a summer day, the total redundant
heat that needs to be dumped by each cooler sec-
tion is the greater value between the designed one
and measured one.

2. The tube-side flow rates (i.e., the CSG and the
water flow rates) are the same as the designed val-
ues.

3. The fan remains able to deliver a constant mass of
airflow per second.

Assumption 1 is based on the ideology that whichever
is larger between the designed value and measured one
should be considered closer to the real heat load under
the summer peak condition.

The prediction results of the 1D and the 3D models
are quantitatively shown in Table 5, with a comparison
against the design values under the same condition. The
“Difference" in Table 5 is defined as

Di f f erence = Xprediction − Xdesign

Xdesign
× 100% (19)

where Xprediction and Xdesign are the mean value of the two
model prediction results and the measured value for any
parameter in the table.

The quantitative comparison shows that the model-
ing prediction result diverges from change trends of the
cooling performances among the six cooler sections. In
GS1 and GS2 cooler sections, the predicted cooling per-
formance is quite close to the design values. The other
cooler sections, on the other hand, are predicted to per-
form worse than what they were designed to be, such as
for the GS4 cooler section, whose air face velocity and
effective heat transfer coefficient are both significantly
lower.

The most critical cooling performance degradation is
in the EW cooler section. The water inlet temperature for
the heat exchanger of 97.1°C is actually the temperature
leaving the engine jacket. And this temperature is already
higher than its upper limit, which can trigger the protec-
tive engine shutdown, as mentioned in the introduction.
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Figure . The comparisons of temperature distributions above the cooler under (a) the summer peak condition and (b) the real condition
on the test day.

This happens because the water leaving the cooler is not
sufficiently cooled down to a proper temperature, which is
supposed to be around 75.4°C.Once it is heated by the hot
engine again the temperature is able to exceed the limit. It
is found that the poor cooling performance is caused by
the large reductions in the air speed and the total effec-
tive heat transfer coefficient, which account for 21.5% and
17.6% of their designed values, respectively. The former
is a direct result of less efficiency of the fans and/or more
resistances occurring in the airflow; the latter is because
of the fouling on the finned-tube surfaces.With these two
adverse factors, the water in the cooler section cannot be
sufficiently cooled down under the peak summer condi-
tion, leading to an over-limit engine-exit water tempera-
ture.

A qualitative comparison of the outlet air temperature
contours of the six cooler sections is made between the
peak summer condition case and the field measurement
condition case in Figure 18. The temperature distributes
in a similar pattern between both the cases; however, the
overall temperature in the former is much higher. High
temperature appears mainly in the EW and GS4 cooler
sections.

It should be noted that the preceding predic-
tion results are based on the “fixed total heat load”

assumption. However, in reality the engine consumes
more fuel, because the compression work for the CSG at a
higher temperature is even harder. As the result, the extra
heat dumped by the engine cooling water is actually more
than the one assumed in the preceding. This will lead
to an even higher water temperature leaving the engine
jacket. Therefore, the prediction presented here is still
conservative.

Conclusions

A practical cooling issue in the productions of coal seam
gas is investigated in this study. The CSG gas compression
units suffer frequent automatic shutdown during opera-
tions on summer days, which is out of the expectations
of the manufacturer’s design. The study uses both the 1D
analytical and the 3D CFD models to predict the cool-
ing performance of the cooler unit under the summer
peak condition. These models were validated by the field
instrumentmeasurement on one of the operatingCSGgas
compression facilities.

Themodeling prediction suggests that the cooling per-
formances of two gas-stage cooler sections (GS3 andGS4)
and twowater cooler sections (EW andCW) are generally
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worse than their designed values at 45°C ambient tem-
perature. Among the four, the EW cooler section is of the
most critical consequence to the entire CSG compression
facility. The cooling water in the EW cooler section is
not adequately cooled; thus, when the water reenters the
engine jacket, it is easy to reach a temperature that is
already higher than 93°C—the maximum allowable cool-
ing water temperature. In the circumstances, the control
system terminates the engine operation immediately to
prevent the engine from being too hot. The poor cooling
in the cooler unit is caused by the significant reductions
in two key parameters. One is the airflow rate, which is a
direct result of less efficiency of the fans and/ormore resis-
tances in the airflow. The other one is the total effective
heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchanger bundles,
which is affected by the fouling on both the air-side and
the tube-side surfaces. Therefore, the study would suggest
these methods to improve the cooler performance: (1)
Enlarge the airflow rate, (2) minimize the flow resistances
in the cooler unit, and (3) remove the fouling on the heat
exchangers.

Nomenclature

A area (m2)
a constant

Aa, Afr, Af air-side area, frontal
area, and fin-root area,
respectively (m2)

Ac surface area of numeri-
cal cell (m2)

b constant
Cp specific heat (J kg−1

K−1)
CW compressor water cooler
CFD computational fluid

dynamics
CSG coal seam gas
DAQ data acquisition system
do, di tube outside and inside

diameter (m)
df, dr fin diameter, tube root

diameter (m)
Eu Euler number
EW engine water cooler
ef fin surface effectiveness
fD tube friction coefficient
GS gas stage cooler
H height, elevation (m)
h convective heat transfer

coefficient (Wm−2 K−1)
K pressure loss coefficient

Ks, KFl, Kb, KL, Khx, Khxc, Khxe pressure loss coefficient
due to insect screen, fan,
supporting structures
and flow redirection,
louver, heat exchanger
bundle resistance, heat
exchanger contrac-
tion effect, and heat
exchanger expansion
effect

k thermal conductivity
(W m−1 K−1)

L tube length (m)
m mass flow rate (kg/s)
Nu Nusselt number
nr number of tube rows in

a heat exchanger bundle
P pressure (Pa)

�PFS fan static pressure differ-
ence (Pa)

Pr Prandtl number
pf fin pitch (m)

pl, pt, pd tube transversal, longi-
tudinal, and diagonal
pitch, respectively (m)

Q heat transfer rate (W)
R thermal resistance (m2

KW−1)
Rf thermal resistance due

to fouling (m2 KW−1)
Re Reynolds number
Rec Reynolds number based

on minimum flow
area

r distance to fan center
(m)

Smy source term in pressure
governing equation (Pa)

Sφ volumetric source term
for variable quantity φ

T, Tab temperature, ambient
temperature (K)

tft fin tip thickness (m)
�Tlm logarithmic mean tem-

perature difference (K)
U overall heat transfer

coefficient (Wm−2 K−1)
Vc numerical cell volume

(m3)
�v velocity vector
va air velocity scalar (m

s−1)
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v̄a mean air velocity (m
s−1)

vaF air speed at fans (m s−1)
vn air velocity normal to a

face (m s−1)
X a symbol for an arbitrary

quantity calculated
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

Greek symbols

αe2, αeF air speed correction factors
	φ diffusion coefficient for variable quantity φ

ρa, ρ̄ air density and mean density (kg m−3)
φ scalar quantity (u, v, w, T, k, ε…)
ω turbulence energy specific dissipation rate

(s−1)

Subscripts

a, l air side, liquid (tube) side
cs cooler section
e effective
f fin or fouling
g coal seam gas

hx heat exchanger
i, o inside or inlet, outside or outlet
w water
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